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The Definitive Guide to Berkeley DB XMLApress, 2006
The Definitive Guide to Berkeley DB XML covers Sleepycat's Berkeley  DB XML, an open source embedded XML database. Berkeley DB XML runs on  all major operating systems and has support for the most popular  programming languages. The book includes tutorials and complete  language references for C++, Java, Perl, Python, and PHP.
Berkeley...
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Web Services, Service-Oriented Architectures, and Cloud Computing, Second Edition: The Savvy Manager's GuideMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	Web Services, Service-Oriented Architectures, and Cloud Computing is a jargon-free, highly illustrated explanation of how to leverage the rapidly multiplying services available on the Internet. The future of business will depend on software agents, mobile devices, public and private clouds, big data, and other highly connected...
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MCSD Training Guide: Solution ArchitecturesQue, 1999
Each Training Guide will be organized around the exam objectives.  This makes it very easy for readers to focus on areas where they need to improve.  It also helps them identify what the key topics on the exam will be.

   The MCSD Solution Architectures Training Guide is a fine, well-thought-out, solidly put together book on...
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Organizational Data Mining: Leveraging Enterprise Data Resources for Optimal PerformanceIGI Global, 2003
The adage “knowledge is power” is widely accepted in corporate circles and tremendous amounts of data have and are being accumulated towards the goal of acquiring more knowledge. But corporations are increasingly realizing that there is a wide gap between “data” and “knowledge.” Data warehousing and data...
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Visual FoxPro to Visual Basic .NETSams Publishing, 2004
Starting with simple examples, you'll see how the multi-user, local area network applications that Visual FoxPro developers are used to building are constructed in Visual Basic .NET. You'll learn how to use Crystal Reports to build reports like the ones you build in FoxPro. You'll discover how to use DataAdapters and datasets...
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The Real MCTS/MCITP Exam 70-620 Prep Kit: Independent and Complete Self-Paced SolutionsSyngress Publishing, 2008
Independent and unbiased self-paced study with fully integrated book, practice exams, and e-learning modules.     

       This exam is designed to validate proficieny supporting Windows Vista client. This exam will fulfill the Windows Vista Technology Specialist requirements of Exam 70-620.

The Microsoft Certified Technology...
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Sams Teach Yourself BEA WebLogic Server 7.0 in 21 DaysPearson Education, 2002
"If you're going to run enterprise Java applications in an n-tier architecture, you're going to need an applications server." -Java Pro Magazine, Fall 2001.

An application server is a crucial component of any serious J2EE application.  BEA's WebLogic Server (WLS) is the leading product (34% per BEA), incorporating standard...
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Codecharts: Roadmaps and blueprints for object-oriented programsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	In this book we set out to investigate some of the most difficult problems that

	software engineering faces. Although a young discipline, it nonetheless faces

	the most difficult challenges, as software is the most complex artefact ever

	crafted by humankind. As such, many of the problems can be traced to

	inadequate abstraction....
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Benjamin Graham on Investing: Enduring Lessons from the Father of Value InvestingMcGraw-Hill, 2009
“They laid out a road map for    investing that I have now been    following for 57 years. There’s been    no reason to look for another.”    

—Warren Buffett, on the    writings of Benjamin Graham

Legendary investing author and philosopher    Benjamin Graham lived through    interesting times. Soon...
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